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The Metaphysics of Freedom 
[300- or 400-level] 

 

Course Description 
 
Guilt, shame, indignation, and other responses to someone’s behaviour all have the same underlying 
belief that the agent in question could have acted otherwise. Why would we feel guilt over how we acted 
if we were not responsible for our actions? Why do we ostracize those who have no control over theirs? 
These behaviours do not make sense without an understanding of what it means to act and how the 
universe responds—or doesn’t respond—to those actions. 
 
In this course, we will consider two topics central to contemporary metaphysics. First, we will ask what it 
means to act on an intention. Is an intention a particular kind of mental state? Is it characterized by a 
particular feeling? Are we irrational when we act against our intentions? Second, we will consider the way 
the world must be for our intentions to have any effect. If the world is a closed, deterministic system, then 
our intentions have no causal efficacy. Is there a way where both determinism and free will can coexist? 
What picture do the sciences paint for us about this? How could we conceive of personal responsibility 
in such a world? 
 

Required Course Texts 
 
1. Various articles, as indicated.                                                                                       
 

Summary of Course Requirements 
 

Requirement Description Weight Date 

Midterm One in-class midterm on ‘Determinism & Compatibilism’. 20% Week 05 

Essay Project One 2250-word (+/-10%) essay completed in three stages. 40% 
See 

description 

Participation Assessed on the quality and quantity of participation. 10% 
See 

description 

Final 
Examination 

One sit-down, cumulative examination. 30% TBA 

 

Primary Learning Outcomes 
 
Knowledge:  Students will be able to identify the major issues about determinism and free will and 

critically evaluate the standard responses to those issues.  
Skills: Students will develop the ability to take a stance on a topic and support it with reasons in 

a well-argued piece of philosophical writing. Students will develop the ability to divide a 
large project into more efficient phases. 

Values: Students will acquire an appreciation for the metaphysical significance of choice and the 
role that it plays in assigning praise or blame to actions. Students will develop 
compassion for those who act akratically or are not in a position to act according to their 
values or best intentions. 
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Description of Course Requirements 
 

1. Midterm (20%) 
 

The midterm will be held in-class on Week 06 and will cover all of the material from weeks one to 
six (inclusive). Question types may include multiple choice, short answer, and similar. 

 
2. Essay (40%) 
 

The first phase of the essay, the proposal, is worth 20% of your grade for the essay component 
of the course and is due on Week 04. In this stage, you will pick a topic and defend why that topic 
is worth writing about.  

 
The second phase of the essay, the prospectus, is worth 30% of your grade for the essay 
component of the course and is due on Week 08. In this stage, you will make an outline of your 
essay, as well as provide details regarding your intended argument. 

 
The third phase of the essay, the final paper, is worth 50% of your grade for the essay component 
of the course and is due on Week 12. In this stage, you will complete your essay, including all 
citations and formatting. 

 

3. Participation (10%) 
 

Your grade in this portion of the course will be determined by the quality and quantity of your 
contributions to in-class discussion. These grades will not be assigned in a vacuum; I will seek 
your input into what grade you think is most appropriate, and I will take this very heavily into 
account when I assign your grade. Participation will be scored at the midpoint and endpoint of the 
course. 

 

4. Final Examination (30%) 
 

The final examination will be held at a date and time specified by the Registrar. It will be 
cumulative from the beginning of the course with an emphasis on the material covered after the 
midterm. 
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Course Schedule 
All information subject to change with notice. 

 

Week Primary Reading 

 

Intending to Act 
 

01 Wittgenstein, L. Philosophical Investigations (selections) 

02 

Anscombe, G.E.M. Intention (selections) 

03 

04 Frankfurt, H. “The Problem of Action” 

05 Hornsby, J. “Acting and Trying to Act” 

06 Holton, Richard. “Intention & Weakness of Will” 

 

Determinism and Responsibility 
 

07 Hobbes, T. Leviathan (selections) 

08 van Inwagen, P. “An Argument for Incompatibilism” 

09 Kane, R. “Two Kinds of Incompatibilism” 

10 James, W. “The Dilemma of Determinism” 

10 Smart, J.J.C. “Free Will, Praise and Blame” 

11 Frankfurt, H. “Alternative Possibilities and Moral Responsibility” 

12 Wolf, S. “Sanity and the Metaphysics of Responsibility” 
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Secondary Reading List 
This list will grow as the term progresses. 

 

Intending to Act 
 
Alvarez, Maria and John Hyman. “Agents and their Actions” 
Audi, Robert. “Acting for Reasons” 
Bennett, Jonathan. “Shooting, Killing and Dying” 
Bratman, Michael. “Two Faces of Intention” 
Bromhall, Kyle. “Embodied Akrasia: James on Motivation and Weakness of Will” 
Dancy, Jonathan. “Hot to Act for a Good Reason” 
Davidson, Donald. “Actions, Reasons, and Causes” 
Davis, Wayne. “A Causal Theory of Intending” 
Donnellan, Donald. “Knowing What I am Doing” 
Ginet, Carl. “Reasons Explanation of Action: An Incompatibilist Account” 
Harman, Gilbert. “Practical Reasoning” 
Hornsby, Jennifer. “Agency and Causal Explanation” 
Hursthouse, Rosalind. “Arational Actions” 
James, William. “The Sentiment of Rationality” 
Korsgaard, Christine. “Acting for a Reason” 
Mele, Alfred and Paul Moser. “Intentional Action” 
O’Shaughnessy, B. “Trying (as the mental ‘pineal gland’)” 
Pritchard, H.A. “Acting, Willing, Desiring” 
Ryle, Gilbert. “The Will” 
Stoutland, Fredrick. “The Ontology of Social Agency” 
 

Determinism and Responsibility 
 
Aristotle. De Interpretatione. 
Chisolm, Roderick. “Human Freedom and the Self” 
Clarke, Randolph. “Towards a Credible Agent-Causal Account of Free Will” 
Dancy, Jonathan. “Arguments from Illusion” 
Descartes, Rene. Meditations. 
Fischer, John. “Responsibility, Control, and Omissions” 
Frankfurt, Harry. “Freedom of the Will and the Concept of the Person” 
Leibniz, Gottfried. Discourse on Metaphysics. 
Lewis, David. “Are we free to break the laws?” 
-----. “Counterfactual Dependence and Time’s Arrow” 
Mele, Alfred. “Free Will and Science” 
Nagel, Thomas. “Freedom” 
Strawson, Galen. “The Impossibility of Ultimate Responsibility?” 
Strawson, Peter. “Freedom and Resentment” 
Watson, Gary. “Excusing Addiction” 
Wegner, Daniel and Thalia Wheatley. “Apparent Mental Causation” 
Wolf, Susan. “The Importance of Freewill” 
Yaffe, Gideon. “Recent Work on Addiction and Responsible Agency” 
Velleman, David. “Freedom” 


